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It is estimated that more than 280 billion emails will be sent and
received each day in 2018.[1] The number of Yelp reviews
surpassed 150 million at the beginning of this year.[2] Nearly 70
percent of Americans use at least one social media platform,[3] and
25 percent of internet users have made at least one anonymous
online comment.[4]
This swell of online communication has forced companies and courts
to wrestle with just how far First Amendment protections reach. The
historical role of anonymous speech as a political and social tool is
well-established,[5] as is the First Amendment’s applicability to
online speech.[6] But the protections afforded by First Amendment
are not absolute — online or off — and sometimes will be forced to
give way to countervailing interests.[7]
For more than a decade, an energetic debate has been playing out
in state and federal courts over how best to balance the right to
speak anonymously on the internet with the need for protection
against allegedly defamatory emails, business reviews, social media
posts and other online commentary. For example, next month the
Texas Supreme Court — in a case that has drawn the attention of
many technology firms — will consider under what circumstances
Glassdoor Inc., which operates a website that allows current and
former employees to anonymously review companies and their
management, should be compelled to reveal the identities of those
reviewers.[8]
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In this article, we briefly addresses how courts have answered the fundamental First
Amendment question of whether to unmask an internet user who chooses to speak
anonymously. First, we identify common factual scenarios in which companies have sought
to compel the disclosure of an unknown online speaker’s identity. Next, we provide a
historical overview of the development of balancing tests employed by courts when faced
with such a request. Finally, we discuss a few emerging trends in this area.
Common Fact Patterns
The internet has “expanded the cape of anonymity” to a veritable “army” of speakers, who
can quickly and inexpensively voice their views to a world-wide audience.[9] The internet
“troll,” who intentionally makes highly “disruptive or inflammatory comments online in
order to provoke fellow readers,” is an unfortunate and frequently commented-upon

feature of the anonymity inherent in online communication.[10] But while trolls receive the
most publicity, they are far outnumbered by ordinary citizens interacting with other
individuals, the government, and the business community.
It is this final type of online communication, between individual and business, that has
most frequently been the subject of First Amendment litigation. In particular, courts are
frequently called upon to determine whether a company should be permitted to unmask an
anonymous speaker who has criticized the company in some manner. That criticism may
take the form of a customer’s negative review of the company’s products or services,[11]
an employee’s complaints about management or corporate policies,[12] a whistleblower’s
allegations of potential misconduct or criminal activity,[13] or a concerned citizen’s
opposition to a controversial business activity.[14]
Companies have good reason to seek to challenge such unfavorable online commentary.
More than 80 percent of U.S. adults at least “sometimes” read online reviews before
purchasing items for the first time, and 40 percent of U.S. adults “always” do so.[15]
Harmful reviews or other derogatory comments regarding a company not only can affect
the company’s bottom line, but also may dissuade potential job applicants and lead to
other harmful consequences.[16] Nevertheless, harmful though its affects may be, such
speech generally is protected by the First Amendment and, as discussed in the next two
sections of this article, most courts have been hesitant to permit companies to use legal
process to unmask their anonymous critics.
Setting Standards in State Courts
Standards set in two early state court cases have become important touchstones for this
debate. In 2001’s Dendrite International Inc. v. Doe No. 3[17] the Appellate Division of the
Superior Court of New Jersey set forth a four-prong test that a plaintiff must satisfy to
compel disclosure of the identity of an anonymous online speaker. The plaintiff must notify
the defendant of the request, identify the statements alleged to be defamatory, and
provide evidence that establishes a prima facie case. If these first three elements are
satisfied, the court must balance the defendant’s First Amendment right with the plaintiff’s
right to redress. A few years later, in 2005’s Doe No. 1 v. Cahill,[18] the Delaware
Supreme Court adopted the first and third prongs of the Dendrite test, noting that the
other two prongs were inherently part of the third prong’s summary judgment inquiry.
Since 2001, many states have adopted some form of the Dendrite and Cahill tests, albeit
with subtle variations in the standard of review and evidentiary requirements that must be
met by plaintiffs.[19] For example, in Pilchesky v. Gatelli,[20] the Pennsylvania Superior
Court adopted a “modified” Dendrite/Cahill standard, maintaining Dendrite/Cahill’s
notification requirement, summary judgment standard, and balancing test, but also
requiring the plaintiff to submit an affidavit of good faith and necessity. In Independent
Newspapers Inc. v. Brodie,[21] the Maryland Court of Appeals adopted a Dendrite/Cahill
test with a lessened burden of proof that requires only a prima facie showing of
defamation; the court rejected the summary judgment standard as too burdensome. And
in Indiana, where defamation requires proof of actual malice, courts have limited the
evidence required to “only those elements of [the] cause of action that are not dependent
on the commenter’s identity.”[22]
Rejecting all forms of the Dendrite/Cahill standard, some states rely instead on existing
procedural rules. In Yelp v. Hadeed, the Virginia Court of Appeals applied a less stringent
“good faith” standard articulated by the state’s legislature.[23] While the judgment in Yelp
was ultimately vacated by the Virginia Supreme Court on other grounds, the Court of
Appeals’ six-part legislative test has survived.[24] Similarly, the Supreme Court of Illinois
applied that state’s motion to dismiss standard. Addressing the constitutional
considerations inherent in disclosing a speaker’s identity, the court maintained that a
motion to dismiss standard was sufficiently stringent given that defamatory speech is not

entitled to First Amendment protection.[25]
As state courts continue to encounter variations of this First Amendment question, even
existing standards remain subject to change. In Thomas M. Cooley Law School v. Doe 1,
the Michigan Court of Appeals declined to adopt the Dendrite/Cahill tests, instead finding
the state’s procedural protections sufficient.[26] However, the next year, the same court
adopted the Dendrite/Cahill notification requirement, and urged the state legislature and
supreme court to consider the First Amendment question anew and adopt the full
Dendrite/Cahill test instead.[27]
Learning to Apply the Tests
As cases seeking to unmask anonymous online critics have become more common, certain
trends have developed in the application of the tests outlined above. As a result, there
have been a few key developments that parties must consider when bringing or defending
against a claim involving anonymous online speech.
Notification
Generally, the notification requirement has not presented much of a hurdle. In fact, the
Cahill court noted that it “imposes very little burden on a defamation plaintiff.”[28] Courts
generally look for “reasonable effort,” requiring as little as posting a message to the
website at issue.[29] In one case, the plaintiff satisfied this requirement by posting a
subpoena under each relevant comment — even though the speaker would only see the
subpoena if he or she happened to log in.[30] Although this requirement is not particularly
burdensome, a legitimate effort must be made to notify the anonymous speaker of the
proceedings, and should be demonstrated to the court through affidavits or pleadings. For
example, in Ghanam v. Does, the Michigan Court of Appeals protected an anonymous
poster’s identity because the plaintiff failed to show that any effort was made to contact
him or her.[31]
Constitutional Balancing
The balancing act prescribed by Dendrite and adopted in other states is inherently factspecific. However, the First Amendment right to anonymous speech generally weighs
heavily in the analysis, favoring protection of anonymity particularly for speech on matter
of public concern.[32] Nevertheless, the balance may shift in the plaintiff’s favor when the
content or circumstances of the speech suggest that it merits diminished First Amendment
protection. For example, in New Jersey, one court noted that “accusing individuals of
adultery in a public forum is not the kind of robust, publicly-spirited debate entitled to the
protections of the First Amendment,” finding that the content of the speech weighed in
favor of disclosing the poster’s identity.[33]
In another case, the same court ordered the unmasking of individuals who hacked into a
hospital email server and sent defamatory emails to hospital employees.[34] In this case,
the court allowed for a less stringent application of the Dendrite test due to the illegal
nature of the communication. Finally, in a recent case involving a request to unmask an
anonymous speaker already found liable for copyright infringement, the Sixth Circuit
directed the trial court to apply “a presumption in favor of unmasking anonymous
defendants when judgment has been entered for a plaintiff,” explaining that the speech at
issue was “beyond the protection of the First Amendment” and that “countering the
presumption will [therefore] require a showing that the Doe defendant participates in a
significant amount of other, non-infringing anonymous speech that would be chilled if his
identity were revealed.”[35]
Good Faith and Necessity

Courts acknowledge the risk of harassing suits meant to chill free speech.[36] To mitigate
this, some courts require plaintiffs to demonstrate that they are acting in good faith. When
applied, this “good faith” has been understood to require that unmasking be “related to the
claim” and “necessary” for relief.[37] Whether identification of a plaintiff is “necessary”
may depend on whether alternative avenues for relief have been exhausted. For example,
in Juzwiak v. Doe, a teacher sued to disclose the identity of the person sending emails to
him and other community members arguing that he not continue as a teacher.[38] The
court determined that the plaintiff did not show that unmasking was necessary, noting no
indication of actions “such as examination of a local telephone book or voting records,
examination of the names of individuals who had been active in affairs at Hightstown High
School, or the names of students with whom plaintiff may have experienced difficulties in
the past. And in Kuwait & Gulf Link Transport Co. v. Doe, the trial court denied plaintiffs’
request for discovery into an online speaker’s identity in part because such discovery was
not “fundamentally necessary to secure relief” where alternative discovery procedures,
including a deposition of the anonymous speaker’s employer (and co-defendant), were
available.[39]
Comity
As litigation over this First Amendment issue has increased, questions of comity have also
naturally arisen. In Gunning v. Doe, the plaintiff was estopped from pursuing a subpoena
to reveal identities of online critics in Maine because the subpoena was already quashed in
California. Even though Maine had not yet adopted the heightened standard of Dendrite —
or any other standard to address this First Amendment issue — the court deferred to
California “[b]ecause the issue decided by the California court in a final judgment was the
same issue that [the plaintiff sought] to have a Maine court revisit.”[40] This case sparked
an important policy debate, with the dissent arguing that Maine’s interest in establishing a
standard for assessing these kinds of claims was more important than preventing the
anonymous defendant from relitigating the issue.[41] A similar issue arose in Yelp v.
Hadeed, in which the Supreme Court of Virginia determined that “enforcement of a
subpoena seeking out-of-state discovery is generally governed by the courts and the law
of the state in which the witness resides or where the documents are located.”[42]
Standing
It has long been established that third parties have standing, at least in some
circumstances, to raise First Amendment objections to the disclosure of an anonymous
speaker’s identity. The first cases to address the issue of third-party standing arose in the
context of Internet service providers objecting to the disclosure of their subscribers’
information.[43] More recently, courts have permitted First Amendment claims to be
raised by newspapers and blogs on behalf of their commenters,[44] companies on behalf
of their employees,[45] and social media platforms and consumer review websites on
behalf of their users.[46] Although is not clear where the outer limits of such third-party
standing may lie, courts have noted that the objecting party must have a “sufficiently close
relationship to the anonymous user” to permit such claims to be raised.[47]
Conclusion
As the scope and scale of online communications continue to evolve, it is likely that the
number of John Doe defamation cases will grow and states’ standards will further develop.
Companies concerned about anonymous online criticism must stay apprised of the courts’
ongoing considerations of this question, adjust litigation plans to meet the requirements of
their particular jurisdiction, and plan to satisfy a standard like summary judgment.
Companies may also wish to continue to monitor potential legislative developments in this
area, such as the Consumer Review Fairness Act of 2016,[48] which prohibits businesses
from requiring customers to enter into any contract that would restrict their ability to

review the company’s products, services, or conduct.
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